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ABSTRACT
White matter fibers transfer the information between brain
regions with delays that are measurable with magnetoencephalography and electroencephalography (M/EEG). In the
context of regularizing the dynamics of M/EEG and recovering electrical activity of the brain from M/EEG measurements, this article proposes a graph representation-based
framework to solve the M/EEG inverse problem, where prior
information about transmission delays supported by diffusion
MRI (dMRI) are included to enforce temporal smoothness.
Results of the reconstruction of brain activity from simulated
MEG measurements are compared to MNE, LORETA and
CGS methods and we show that our approach improves MEG
source localization when compared to these three state-of-theart approaches. In addition, we show preliminary qualitative
results of the proposed reconstruction method on real MEG
data for a sensory-motor task.
Index Terms— MEG, source localization, inverse problems, diffusion MRI
1. INTRODUCTION
Integration of structural brain imaging modalities such as diffusion magnetic resonance imaging (dMRI) with functional
modalities such as magnetoencephalography and electroencephalography (M/EEG) allows us to reconstruct the complex
structural and functional network organization of the brain
and yield a detailed picture of brain architecture and dynamics. Two complementary organizational principles of the
brain represent the hallmark of its complex neural dynamics:
functional segregation and functional integration [1]. Functional segregation pertains to the brain’s ability for specialized
information processing to occur within locally clustered and
densely interconnected neural populations. Functional integration refers to the interactions among specialized brain
regions distributed across different cortical areas and coordinated activation between them. Structural connectivity places
constraints on which functional interactions occur in the network [1]. The union of specialized brain areas is mediated
by functional integration, which happens in part through the
information transfer in the long-range white matter fibers,
whose physical properties introduce communication delays.

These delays are measurable with M/EEG due to its high
(millisecond) temporal resolution. We can represent the brain
as a graph in which the nodes are the cortical areas and edges
are the physical connections between them: either local (between adjacent vertices on the cortical mesh) or non-local
(long-range white matter fibers). These long-range anatomical connections can be obtained by dMRI tractography which
produces a set of streamlines that represent white matter fiber
bundles. Given the streamline lengths and the information
conduction speed, we can estimate the propagation delays for
each connection. This way dMRI can give us an insight into
interaction delays of the macroscopic brain network.
Localizing and recovering electrical activity of the brain
from M/EEG measurements is known as the M/EEG inverse
problem. Since there are more unknowns (brain sources)
than the number of sensors, the solution is non-unique and
the problem ill-posed. To obtain a unique solution, prior
constraints on the characteristics of source distributions need
to be introduced. Traditional linear inverse methods deploy
different constraints which can favour solutions with minimum norm [2], impose smoothness constraints in space along
the cortical surface [3], or time [4]. Nevertheless, the longrange anatomical connectivity is rarely taken into account.
While the structural connectivity was exploited in several
approaches [5, 6], temporal dynamics of the data was not
considered. Very few methods include connections supported
by dMRI as a prior structural information such as [7, 8] where
source intensities are modeled with multivariate autoregressive models whose elements are constrained by dMRI-derived
anatomical connections, or [9, 10] that are based on a probabilistic technique called maximum entropy on the mean
(MEM), which explicitly use delays inferred from dMRI.
However, MEM approaches suffer from high computational
complexity and can be highly sensitive to the initialization of
the reference distribution representing the prior knowledge of
the current distribution [11].
Recently, we proposed to encapsulate delays provided
by dMRI in a graph representation-based framework in a
method called Connectivity-Informed M/EEG Inverse Problem (CIMIP) [12] by imposing temporal smoothness in structurally connected sources with the corresponding delays.
Their potential in improving the MEG source reconstruction
was shown when compared to a state-of the-art approach [5].

In order to further validate the robustness of the proposed
method, in this work we compare our source reconstruction
method to additional approaches [2, 3], evaluate it with additional metrics and show qualitative results on real MEG data
for a sensory-motor task.
2. FORWARD AND INVERSE M/EEG PROBLEM
Distributed source models place the current dipoles (candidate sources) at a large number of vertices distributed on the
cortical mesh, oriented normally to the cortical mantle. The
relationship between source amplitudes and M/EEG measurements is expressed by the linear model
M = GJ + E

(1)

where M ∈ IRN ×T is the matrix of measurements with N
sensors and T time samples. J ∈ IRS×T is the unknown matrix of S source amplitudes. Typically NEEG ≈ 60 − 256,
NM EG ≈ 150 − 300 and S ≈ 104 . The gain (lead field)
matrix G ∈ IRN ×S provides a linear relationship between
source amplitudes and sensor data (i.e. the M/EEG forward
solution [13]). E ∈ IRN ×T is additive noise in sensor space.
To recover the source amplitudes, we need to solve the following problem
min U (J ) = min {F (M, J ) + λP (J )}
J

J

(2)

with F and P being respectively fidelity and prior terms. A
wide range of linear inverse methods exist in the form
U (J ) = kM − GJ k22 + λkW J k22

(3)

Both data fidelity and prior terms are quadratic in J , which
yields a closed-form solution
−1 T
Jˆ = GT G + λW T W
G M
(4)

on the cortical mesh) or non-local (long-range white matter fibers). In the LORETA approach [3] similar activity
is favoured between adjacent vertices on the cortical mesh
by choosing W to be the Laplacian matrix on the cortical
surface, giving solution with the maximum spatial smoothness. Since this technique does not account for long-range
connectivity, it was extended in the Cortical Graph Smoothing (CGS) method [5] by forming a hybrid local/nonlocal
connectivity graph with Aloc (spatial adjacency on the cortical surface) and Atr (tractography-based connectivity matrix). They are used to form local Lloc and tractographybased Ltr graph Laplacians, resulting in the penalty term
PCGS (J ) = λloc J T Lloc J + λtr J T Ltr J . This way CGS
penalizes the weighted sum of squared differences in activity between anatomically connected cortical patches and
promotes solutions with consistent activations across them.
3. CONNECTIVITY-INFORMED M/EEG INVERSE
PROBLEM (CIMIP)
While previous approaches exploited information about structural connectivity between different cortical areas, transmission delays were not taken into account. In order to enforce
temporal smoothness between time courses of connected
sources, we incorporated a modified version of the Laplacian operator as a penalty term in the minimization. We
consider all time samples in a single very large problem as
m = G̃j +  where m ∈ IRN T and j ∈ IRST are vectors of concatenated measurements and source intensities,
respectively. Forward operator is now block diagonal, i.e.
G̃ = diag(G, ...G) ∈ IRN T ×ST and  ∈ IRN T is additive
noise. To recover electrical activity of the brain from M/EEG
measurements, we minimize the following objective function
UCIMIP (j) = km − G̃jk22 + λ(j T L̃j)2

(5)

S×S

These methods differ by the choice of the matrix W ∈ IR
which incorporates a certain regularization property. Several different priors have been proposed: (1) W as the identity matrix that penalizes the Euclidean norm of the current
sources [2] (i.e. minimum norm estimates – MNE); (2) W as
a depth weighting matrix, reducing the bias of MNE towards
superficial sources [14]; (3) W as a discrete spatial Laplacian operator which favours smoothness between neighboring sources, also known as Low Resolution brain Electromagnetic Tomography (LORETA) [3]. Nevertheless, all l2 −based
inverse solvers suffer from smearing of even focal activation
and often fail to exploit specific knowledge about the brain,
such as the temporal dynamics of the underlying sources.
2.1. Laplacian as a smoothness constraint
We can consider brain as an undirected graph in which nodes
are the current sources and edges encode physical connections between them: either local (between adjacent vertices

Firstly, a binary time-dependent connectivity graph is built
as Ã = Ãloc + Ãtr . Short-range connections are encapsulated in Ãloc = diag(Aloc , ...Aloc ) ∈ IRST ×ST . In
order to include connections for different delays, we build a
tractography-based graph Ãtr ∈ IRST ×ST where nonzero elements designate the presence of a long-range connection for
a specific delay, which was not considered in the CGS. Using
Ã, the regularization matrix in (5) is formed as L̃ = I − Ã.
This is a symmetric block matrix where each block corresponds to a specific delay. For every streamline f connecting
a pair of cortical sources, the transmission delay between
l
them is calculated as ∆f = vf Fs where lf is the streamline
length, v is the information conduction speed and Fs is the
sampling frequency. In accordance to recent findings [15]
showing that proportionality between fiber diameter and conduction velocity is 6.67ms− 1/µm and previous works of [9],
information conduction speed is assumed to be constant
across brain and equal to 6m/s.

4. SIMULATED AND REAL DATA
Since ground truth of source-level brain activity is unknown,
it needs to be simulated in order to validate the accuracy of
the proposed method. Distributed source models require representation of the cortex as a cortical mesh. Cortical surfaces were extracted from the subject’s anatomical T1 MR images from the Human Connectome Project [16] dataset using
Freesurfer [17]. Once the surfaces were extracted, full source
space was set up using MNE-python software [18] with 4098
sources per hemisphere. The source space was parcellated
into 68 neuroanatomical regions of interest according to the
Desikan-Killiany atlas [19]. Cortical activity accounting for
connections in both space and time is modeled using a multivariate autoregressive (MAR) models as proposed in [7, 8] to
constrain the sources’ dynamics for inverse problems. Thus,
we model source-level brain activity with the following MAR
model as a function of both local and long-range connections:
jt =

p
X

Ci jt−i + νt

MSS, the activity of each active source is also spread to its
adjacent neighbours instantaneously. For each active source,
a waveform resembling an ERP is propagated to one of the
sources it is connected to via streamlines in the following region, with delays inferred from dMRI. Let us make an example of a multiple spread source simulation for 3 active regions
in the left hemisphere, with the following order of activity
propagation: lateral occipital sulcus → inferior parietal lobule → middle temporal gyrus. Such source-level activity is
illustrated in Fig. 1(a), where we can see that different intersource delays can appear between a pair of regions. The resulting simulated MEG data using (1) is depicted in Fig. 1(b).
As a proof of concept, we tested our source reconstruction method on the real MEG data for a sensory-motor task,
in which the subjects were asked to tap their right fingers after having been presented with a visual stimulus. The MEG
data was provided by the HCP [20] and it was accessed using
MNE-HCP toolkit (https://github.com/mne-tools/mne-hcp).

(6)

5. RESULTS

i=1

where jt is the amplitude of all sources at time t, p is the
order of the model chosen according to delays found in the
streamlines, Ci are the coefficient matrices, νt is the input
term chosen to resemble somatosensory evoked response potentials (ERP). MAR coefficient matrices Ci represent the
source interactions across brain areas and each of them defines the contribution of all sources at time t − i to all sources
at time t. Positions of nonzero coefficients are set according
to both short-range and long-range connectivity. Assuming
that only a few regions are typically active during a cognitive
task, the activity is simulated for 10 randomly chosen subnetworks as a graph path with different lengths. In each of the
10 subnetworks, the number of active regions (visited graph
vertices) varied from 2 to 5. Two types of simulations were
performed: (1) multiple focal sources (MFS) and (2) multiple
spread sources (MSS) giving 20 simulated datasets. In MFS,
only the sources in the active region having a long-range connection in the next active region were assigned the activity. In

(a) Simulated source time courses

Results of the reconstruction of brain activity from simulated MEG measurements were compared to the MNE [2],
LORETA [3] and CGS [5] methods for both simulation types.
Source estimation performance is evaluated with two metrics:
1. Peak-to-Peak (PtP) localization error: the Euclidean distance between the dipole with peak magnitude p∗ in
simulated (ground truth – GT) and reconstructed (REC)
sources i.e. d(p∗ ) = |p∗REC − p∗GT | (see Fig. 2).
2. Center-of-Gravity (CoG) localization error: the Euclidean
distance between the dipole that is the center of gravity
(mass activity) c∗ in simulated and reconstructed sources
i.e. d(c∗ ) = |c∗REC − c∗GT |. In this case, the location of
each source ~ri is weighted by the P
its amplitude
i |. The
P|J
n
n
center of mass is defined as ~rc∗ = i |Ji |~ri / i |Ji |.
Spurious dipole estimates with amplitudes |Ji | smaller 10%
of the maximum amplitude were discarded. Errors reported
in Table 1 indicate the mean errors ± standard deviation (SD),
averaged over 10 subnetworks, for each simulation type.

(b) The corresponding raw MEG data (with SNR=10)

Fig. 1. Simulated data

Fig. 2. Peaks in the ground truth and the reconstructions for 3 time instants: t = 0.01, t = 0.028, t = 0.038s

Method
MNE
LORETA
CGS
CIMIP

Localization errors
Metric MFS
PtP
31.19 ± 13.09
CoG
41.59 ± 13.39
PtP
44.79 ± 6.29
CoG
49.06 ± 9.21
PtP
47.06 ± 20.11
CoG
54.25 ± 6.78
PtP
25.83 ± 7.83
CoG
41.18 ± 12.77

MSS
31.57 ± 10.42
40.65 ± 13.21
41.18 ± 11.62
49.77 ± 11.63
53.59 ± 16.96
49.39 ± 12.79
26.18 ± 5.69
35.6 ± 11.78

Table 1. Localization errors
Regarding the real MEG data, CIMIP method recovers activations in areas associated to the experimental task, i.e. the
visual, primary motor, and premotor areas, 160 ms after the
visual stimulus (Fig. 3). Stronger activations were recovered
in the occipital and parietal lobes. Weaker ones are located in
precentral and postcentral regions, but also in temporal areas.

dataset show that our approach improves MEG source localization when compared to three state-of-the-art approaches.
Preliminary qualitative results on the real MEG data for a
right hand sensory-motor task show promising results, as
activations are found in the expected occipital and motor
regions. Future work will include a more extensive performance evaluation on real MEG data with comparison to other
methods. Incorporation of additional constraints into CIMIP
(e.g. sparsity) and how they comply with different assumptions about the underlying activity will also be investigated
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